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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1   Purpose of this Report 

 
The purpose of this Material Contravention Statement is to set out the justification for 
increased height proposed at the subject site which is located at the junction of Belgard Road 
and Airton Road, Dublin 24. 
 
The proposed Strategic Housing Development comprises the demolition of the existing 
industrial buildings on site (4,800 sq m) and the construction of 2 No. blocks comprising 328 
No. apartments (93 No. 1 bed, 222 No. 2 bed and 13 No. 3 bed), ancillary residential support 
facilities and commercial floorspace measuring 31,147 sq m gross floor space above a single 
basement measuring 5,861 sq m.  
 
Block A is a part-5 to part-7 No. storey building (13,710 sq m) over basement block comprising 
149 No. apartments with office space (222 sq m). Block B is a part-6 to part-9 No. storey 
(17,437 sq m) over basement block comprising 179 No. apartments, 2 No. double-height 
Class 1/2 commercial/retail units (as set out in Schedule 2, Part 4, Article 10 of the Planning 
and Development Regulations 2001 (as amended)) (354 sq m), café/restaurant (313 sq m), 
creche (360 sq m), internal residents amenity area (644 sq m) at ground floor including 
reception (37.7 sq m), residents lounge (91.3 sq m), private dining area (52.6 sq m), co-
working space (45.5 sq m), games room (47.3 sq m), gym (80 sq m) and communal lounge 
(220 sq m) at 6th floor level.  
 
The development also consists of the provision of a landscaped courtyard; public plaza at the 
corner of Airton and Belgard Road; pedestrian access from Airton Road to the Technological 
University campus; balconies; landscaped roof terrace at 6th floor level (7th Storey) of Block 
B (671 sq m); 184 No. car parking spaces at basement level including 14 No. club car spaces, 
10 No. disabled parking spaces and 4 No. crèche parking spaces; 727 No. basement and 
surface bicycle parking spaces; 4 No. motorbike parking spaces; bin storage; boundary 
treatments; green roofs; hard and soft landscaping; plant; lighting; Vodafone cabin sub-
station; ESB sub-stations, switch rooms and generators; and all other associated site works 
above and below ground. 

 
1.2 Background to the Preparation of this Material Contravention Statement 
 

The relevant local planning policies are the South Dublin Development Plan 2016 – 2022 and 
the Tallaght Town Centre Local Area Plan (adopted 2006, extended 2011) (LAP). The Tallaght 
Town Centre LAP was adopted in 2006 and subsequently extended in 2011 until 2016. The 
Daft Tallaght Town Centre LAP 2019 was put on public display on 12th September 2019 for 
public consultation. The Draft LAP is unlikely to be adopted in its current form as it will be 
subject to further review and amendments following the consultation period and prior to its 
adoption and it is unlikely to be adopted prior to the issuing of a decision on this application.  
 
Given the lengthy process of adopting the currently draft format of the LAP, the proposed 
development is only required to have ‘regard to’ its content. It is our professional planning 
opinion, that the Draft LAP will be subject to significant revisions prior to its final adoption. 
This development subject to this application has been in the design process for over a year 
with the design team meeting South Dublin County Council on 14th December 2018. 
residential uses at first floor is consistent with the key tenets of the LAP. The indicative 
heights set out within the Draft LAP are discussed throughout the report.  
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1.2.1   South Dublin Development Plan 2016 – 2022  
 
The County Development Plan sets out the following policy objectives in regard to height 
and density. Housing Policy 9 states that: 
 

‘it is the policy of the Council to support varied building heights across residential and 
mixed use areas in South Dublin County’ with a specific objective to ‘direct tall 
buildings that exceed five storeys in height to strategic and landmark locations in Town 
Centres, Mixed Use zones and Strategic Development Zones and subject to an 
approved Local Area Plan or Planning Scheme.’ 

 
Housing Policy 8 stipulates that: 
 

‘it is the policy of the Council to promote higher residential densities at appropriate 
locations and to ensure that the density of new residential development is appropriate 
to its location and surrounding context’. An objective of H8 is to ‘ support proposals for 
more intensive enterprise and/or residential led development within areas designated 
with Zoning Objective ‘REGEN’ subject to appropriate design safeguards and based on 
traditional urban forms that adhere to urban design criteria.’ 

 
It is our opinion that the implementation of Housing Policy 9 inhibits Housing Policy 8 from 
being achieved. The conflicting policy objectives are discussed at Section 3.0 of this report.  
 
 

1.2.2 Tallaght Town Centre Local Area Plan (adopted 2006, extended 2011) 
 
During the lifespan of the Tallaght LAP, the subject site was zoned ‘Enterprise and 
Employment’ as opposed to the current ‘REGEN’ zoning and thus, the information set out 
within this document is based on the fundamental premise of an industrial type zoning and 
is largely irrelevant in our Opinion.  
 
The Tallaght LAP 2006 stated that ‘no significant changes are envisaged for the area in the 
short-medium term. Proposals for industrial/commercial development should be designed in 
accordance with Section 12.3 of the County Development Plan 2004- 2010’. 
 
Although significant changes were not expected generally in the Airton Precinct, the 2006 
LAP did designate the subject site for development. As demonstrated in Figure 1.1 below, 
the subject site was designated as suitable for ‘Future Key Frontages’ with the LAP stating 
that ‘key frontages should provide a harder urban edge with minimal setbacks’.  We submit that 
the proposed development would provide active frontage along Belgard Road and Airton 
Road.  
 
The LAP also stated at that time that: 

 
‘gateways can be formed at either end of the Greenhills Road upon entering 

the Precinct and at the junction of Airton Road and Belgard Road’.  
 
As the site is at the junction of Airton Road and Belgard Road, the Tallaght LAP advocate the 
provision of a Gateway building at this general location at a height of 1.5 times the height 
threshold. The maximum height permitted in the subject location is 4 No. storeys according 
to the outdated LAP which was adopted in 2006. 
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Figure 1.1:      Designation of Airton Road/Belgard Road Junction as appropriate for a         

Gateway Building. 

Source:          Tallaght Town Centre Local Area Plan 2006-2016.  

 

Figure 1.2:          Map illustrating Indicative Heights in Tallaght. 
 

Source:          Tallaght Town Centre Local Area Plan (Adopted 2006, extended 2011),                       
annotated by Thornton O’Connor Town Planning, 2019. 
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We note that the policies dictating height provided within the Development Plan and 
Tallaght LAP were set prior to the introduction of the Urban Development and Building 
Heights – Guidelines for Planning Authorities (December 2018), which were introduced under 
Section 28 of the Planning and Development Act, 2000 (as amended). An Bord Pleanála and 
the Planning Authority must have regard to these Guidelines, as such particular reference to 
the Specific Planning Policy Requirements (SPPRs) set out in the Building Height Guidelines 
is mandatory. SPPR 1 of the Guidelines notes that blanket numerical limitations on building 
height shall not be provided for through statutory plans therefore the imposition of a 4 No. 
storey height threshold in combination with provisions for an additional 1.5 No. storeys at 
‘gateway’ locations at the subject site would be contrary to SPPR 1. 

 
 
1.2.3  Draft Tallaght Town Centre Local Area Plan (September 2019) 
 

On 12th September 2019, South Dublin County Council published the Draft LAP for public 
consultation. Given the current status of the Draft LAP which is likely to be subject to 
amendments, the proposed development is only required to ‘have regard’ to the Draft 
document.   
 
The Draft LAP indicates the following building heights at the subject site: 
 

 
Figure 1.3: Indicative Heights at the Subject Site.  

 
 Source: Draft Tallaght Town Centre Local Area Plan, September 2019.  

 

 Draft LAP  Proposed 

North Elevation  6-7 /4-6 No. storeys  7 – 9 No. Storeys  

South Elevation  6-7/ 4-6 No. storeys 5 – 6 No. storeys  

East Elevation  3-4 No. storeys 6 - 7 No. storeys  

West Elevation 6-7 No. storeys 6 - 7 No. storeys  
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We acknowledge that the proposed scheme exceeds the height thresholds envisaged in the 
Draft LAP, however it is our professional planning opinion that it is highly likely that the Draft 
Plan as published on the 12th  September will be fundamentally amended prior to its 
adoption. We submit that the height of the proposed mixed use development is appropriate 
at this location as it has been carefully designed with regard to the existing site context 
)Please refer to the response to the Opinion for a detailed rationale for increased building 
height at the subject site).   
 
The subject site is located at the junction of Belgard Road and Airton Road on appropriately 
zoned ‘Regen’ lands.  
 
We note that a low-rise data centre is located to the northern side of  Airton Road with light 
industrial/commercial type uses located to the east, furthermore a retail park is located to 
the north- west of the subject site with Belgard Gardens Phase II located on the western side 
of Belgard Road. The Tallaght Technological University campus and an ESB substation are 
located to the south. It is our opinion that the surrounding uses are not sensitive in nature 
and will not be negatively impacted by the heights proposed as part of the development of 
the subject scheme as such it is our professional planning opinion that surrounding context 
has the capacity to absorb additional height at this location. The proposed development 
takes reference from emerging patterns of development as granted by An Bord Pleanála 
following national planning policy guidance.   

 
It is our professional planning opinion that the South Dublin County Development Plan 2016 -
2022 and Tallaght LAP 2006 have been superseded by the progression of National Policy.  
 
We acknowledge that the Draft LAP is currently subject to public consultation and is likely to 
require further amendments. There is significant potential for the subject site to provide 
increased heights subject to appropriate safeguards and quality design as demonstrated 
within the supporting planning documentation. It is our professional planning opinion that 
the inclusion of a part 9 No. storey element within the development at the subject site 
accords with best practice urban design principles and can be readily absorbed at the subject 
site without any undue impact on the character of the area or the amenity of neighbouring 
buildings.  With the exception of the proposed 9 No. storey element, the remainder of the 
site is 5-7 No. storeys which is broadly in line with the guidance envisaged in the Draft LAP. 
In addition, we refer to recent development granted at the Belgard Gardens ( ABP Reg.Ref.: 
PL06S.303306site which comprise heights of up to 10 No. storeys. The justification for the 
increased height is set out at Section 4.0. 

 
 
2.0  PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT (HOUSING) AND RESIDENTIAL TENANCIES ACT, 2016 

(AS AMENDED) 
 

Section 9(6) of the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act, 2016 
(as amended) sets out the following in relation to developments which materially contravene 
the policies and objectives of a Development Plan: 
 

(a) ‘Subject to paragraph (b), the Board may decide to grant a permission for a 
proposed strategic housing development in respect of an application under section 
4 even where the proposed development, or a part of it, contravenes materially 
the development plan or local area plan relating to the area concerned. 
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(b) The Board shall not grant permission under paragraph (a) where the proposed 
development, or a part of it, contravenes materially the development plan or local 
area plan relating to the area concerned, in relation to the zoning of the land. 

 
(c) Where the proposed strategic housing development would materially contravene 

the development plan or local area plan, as the case may be, other than in 
relation to the zoning of the land, then the Board may only grant permission in 
accordance with paragraph (a) where it considers that, if section 37(2)(b) of the Act 
of 2000 were to apply, it would grant permission for the proposed development.’ [Our 
Emphasis] 
 

TOC Comment: The site is zoned Objective ‘REGEN’ (Regeneration) in the South Dublin 
Development Plan 2016 – 2022 where residential use is ‘permitted in principle’. As the 
subject scheme proposes a Residential Development with ancillary creche, office space, 
retail/commercial units and café/restaurant, the proposed development fully complies 
with the zoning objective of the site. Therefore, the subject of this Material Contravention 
Statement relates to building height. We consider that the design of the proposed 
development is appropriate at this location and justifiable for the subject lands having 
regard to recently adopted National Policy as detailed throughout this report. 

 
 
3.0 PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT, 2000 (AS AMENDED) 

 
As noted above, the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act, 2016 
(as amended) sets out in summary that ‘where the proposed strategic housing development 
would materially contravene the development plan…then the Board may only grant permission 
where it considers that, if section 37(2)(b) of the Act of 2000 were to apply, it would grant 
permission for the proposed development.’ 
 
Section 37(2) of the Planning and Development Act 2000 (as amended) states the following in 
relation to material contravention: 
 

(a) ‘Subject to paragraph (b), the Board may in determining an appeal under this section 
decide to grant a permission even if the proposed development contravenes materially 
the development plan relating to the area of the planning authority to whose decision 
the appeal relates. 
 

(b) Where a planning authority has decided to refuse permission on the grounds that a 
proposed development materially contravenes the development plan, the Board may 
only grant permission in accordance with paragraph (a) where it considers that— 

i. the proposed development is of strategic or national importance, 
ii. there are conflicting objectives in the development plan or the 

objectives are not clearly stated, insofar as the proposed 
development is concerned, or 

iii. permission for the proposed development should be granted 
having regard to regional planning guidelines for the area, 
guidelines under section 28, policy directives under section 29, the 
statutory obligations of any local authority in the area, and any 
relevant policy of the Government, the Minister or any Minister of 
the Government, or 
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iv. permission for the proposed development should be granted 
having regard to the pattern of development, and permissions 
granted, in the area since the making of the development plan.’ 
[Our Emphasis] 

 
 
 
 

TOC Comment:  
 
The South Dublin Development Plan 2016 -2022 states that:  
 

‘it is the policy of the Council to support varied building heights across residential and 
mixed use areas in South Dublin County.’ 

 
H9 Objective 4 stipulates that: 
 

‘to direct tall buildings that exceed five storeys in height top strategic and landmark 
locations in Town Centres, Mixed Use zones and Strategic Development Zones and 
subject to an approved Local Area Plan or Planning Scheme’.  

 
However, having regard to Section 37(2)(b) of the Act as set out above, we respectfully 
request that An Bord Pleanála consider that the heights proposed in the current 
development are appropriate having regard to the advancement of National Policy since 
the adoption of the South Dublin Development Plan 2016– 2022 and Tallaght LAP 2006. 
We note that the Urban Development and Building Heights Guidelines for Planning 
Authorities, 2018 set out that a key objective of the National Planning Framework is to see 
that greatly increased levels of residential development in our urban centres and seek that 
significant increases in building heights and overall density of development is not only 
facilitated but actively sought out and brought forward by our planning processes [para 
1.20].  
 
The aforementioned policy directly conflicts with Policy H8 of the Development Plan, 
which states that: 
 
                   ‘It is the policy of the Council to promote higher residential densities at appropriate 

locations and to ensure that the density of new residential development is 
appropriate to its location and surrounding context’. 

 
Objective 4 of H8 Policy is to: 
 
                   ‘support proposals for more intensive enterprise and/ or residential led     

development within areas designated with Zoning Objective ‘REGEN’ (To facilitate 
enterprise and/or residential led regeneration), subject to appropriate design 
safeguards and based on traditional urban forms that adhere to urban design 
criteria.’ 

 
It is our professional planning opinion that Policy H8 Objective 4 and Policy H9 Objective 
4 directly conflict and cannot be achieved in congruence with each other as result of the 
limitations on height. It can be concluded that there are no currently adopted policies in 
place that allow for heights greater than 5.5 No. storeys at the subject site within the 
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current statutory Local Area Plan. The Draft LAP sets out indicative heights for the subject 
site are set out at Section 1.2.3. 
 
We re-iterate that only a minor proportion of the proposed development extends to 9 No. 
storeys in height with the development principally 5 – 7 storeys in height. The 9 No. storey 
element is located at the junction of Belgard Road and Airton Road. It is our professional 
planning opinion that the combined width of Airton Road, Belgard Road and the location 
of a low-rise data centre further north of the site has resulted in the capacity to absorb 
additional height at this location. We note that the surrounding context is primarily 
commercial and light industrial in nature therefore no impacts on residential amenity will 
occur as result of the proposed development.   
 
In our opinion the heights provided in the subject development are appropriate having 
regard to the expressed requirement in National level policy to achieve compact growth. 
The eminently suitable location of the subject location for high density development 
having regard to its location in close proximity to  the red Luas line and numerous 
substantial employers located within easy walking and cycling distance from the site such 
as Tallaght University Campus,  South Dublin County Council Offices and Tallaght 
University Hospital which is c. 950 m (500 m as the crow flies) or a 12 min walking distance. 
 
Furthermore, the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment and Daylight/Sunlight 
Assessment included within the application demonstrates that the heights proposed will 
not result in any adverse impacts to the amenity of adjacent properties or within the 
scheme itself.   
 
Further to the above, we refer the Board to a recently granted scheme (Belgard Gardens) 
at the junction of Belgard Road and Belgard Square North (ABP Reg.Ref.: PL06S.303306) 
which was granted permission for a 4 – 10 No. storey development and similarly 
contravenes the Development Plan and Tallaght LAP. We highlight that the height was 
considered appropriate by the Board. 

 
 
4.0  JUSTIFICATION FOR THE MATERIAL CONTRAVENTION  
 
4.1 Project Ireland 2040: National Planning Framework 
 

Project Ireland 2040: National Planning Framework (NPF) is the Government’s high-level 
overarching strategic plan that aims to shape the future growth and development of the 
country. The NPF is a long-term Framework that sets out how Ireland can move away from 
the current ‘business as usual’ pattern of development. 
 
A number of key national policy objectives are identified throughout the NPF such as the 
following (in summary): 
 

• National Policy Objective 2a states that a target of half (50%) of future population 
and employment growth will be focused in the existing five cities and their suburbs. 
 

• National Policy Objective 3a and National Policy Objective 3b aim to deliver at 
least 40% of all new homes nationally, within the build-up of existing settlements 
and to deliver at least 50% of all new homes that are targeted in the five main Cities 
within their existing built-up footprints. 
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• National Policy Objective 13 stipulates that ‘in urban areas, planning and related 
standards, including in particular building height and car parking will be based on 
performance criteria that seek to achieve well-designed high quality outcomes in order 
to achieve targeted growth’. 

 
• National Policy Objective 32 sets a target of 550,000 No. additional homes to 2040. 

 

• National Policy Objective 33 prioritises the provision of residential development at 
appropriate scales within sustainable locations. 

 
• National Policy Objective 35 notes the aim to increase residential density in 

settlements through a range of measures including (amongst others) in-fill 
development schemes and increased building heights. 

 
The NPF sets out that: 

 
‘to effectively address the challenge of meeting the housing needs of a growing 
population in our key urban areas, it is clear that we need to build inwards and 
upwards rather than outwards.’ [Our Emphasis] 

 

TOC Comment: The proposed scheme involves the development of an existing 
underutilised brownfield site within a mixed use area which will contribute towards 
compact growth in Dublin in line with the objectives of the NPF. We note that the NPF 
recognises that building inwards and upwards is important to effectively address the 
housing crisis. Therefore, we consider that as there is a significant importance placed in 
the NPF to develop high quality accommodation by increasing building heights in existing 
urban areas, the proposed development which ranges in height from 5 No. storeys to part 
9 No. storeys is appropriate given the site’s location on Regeneration zoned lands and its 
proximity to significant employment locations and public transport. We note that the 
subject site is located between 670 m- 1,000 m of 4 No. Luas stops. The site is considered 
to be ideally placed to benefit from and support the investment made in transport 
infrastructure in the area.  

 
 
4.2  Urban Development and Building Heights – Guidelines for Planning Authorities (December 

2018) 
 

The Urban Development and Building Heights Guidelines for Planning Authorities were 
adopted in December 2018. The Guidelines set out that a key objective of the NPF is to 
significantly increase the building heights and overall density of developments. 
 
The Minister's foreword to the Heights Guidelines, 2018 acknowledges that Ireland's classic 
development models for city and town cores has tended to be dominated by employment 
and retail uses, surrounded by extensive and constantly expanding low-rise suburban 
residential areas which is an unsustainable model. There is an opportunity for our cities and 
towns to be developed differently. Urban centres could have much better use of land, 
facilitating well located and taller buildings, meeting the highest architectural and planning 
standards. The Guidelines are intended to set a new and more responsive policy and 
regulatory framework for planning the growth and development of cities and towns upwards 
rather than outwards. 
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The Height Guidelines, 2018 denote that the: 
 

‘Government considers that there is significant scope to accommodate anticipated 
population growth and development needs, whether for housing, employment or other 
purposes, by building up and consolidating the development of our existing urban 
areas.’ [Our Emphasis] 

 
The Guidelines also note that increasing prevailing building heights has a critical role to play 
in addressing the delivery of more compact growth in our urban areas, particularly our cities 
and large towns through enhancing both the scale and density of development and it notes 
that the planning process must actively address how this objective will be secured. 
 
Chapter 2 of the Guidelines sets out the following Specific Planning Policy Requirement: 
 
Specific Planning Policy Requirement 1 
 

‘In accordance with Government policy to support increased building height and density 
in locations with good public transport accessibility, particularly town/ city cores, 
planning authorities shall explicitly identify, through their statutory plans, areas where 
increased building height will be actively pursued for both redevelopment, regeneration 
and infill development to secure the objectives of the National Planning Framework and 
Regional Spatial and Economic Strategies and shall not provide for blanket numerical 
limitations on building height.’ [Our Emphasis] 

 

TOC Comment: It is our professional planning opinion that the limitation to 5 No. storeys 
unless located at landmark locations as indicated in the Development Plan is contrary to 
Specific Planning Policy Requirement 1 which notes that blanket numerical limitations on 
building height shall not be provided for through statutory plans. We acknowledge that 
the Draft LAP 2020-2026, which is at public consultation stage has provided site specific 
height guidance. However, for the reasons re-iterated throughout this document it is our 
opinion that the site has the capacity and capability to accommodate increased height 
that is actively sought in national policy guidance.   

 
Chapter 3 of the Height Guidelines, 2018 expressly seeks increased building heights in urban 
locations: 
 

‘In relation to the assessment of individual planning applications and appeals, it is 
Government policy that building heights must be generally increased in appropriate 
urban locations. There is therefore a presumption in favour of buildings of increased 
height in our town/city cores and in other urban locations with good public transport 
accessibility.’ [Our Emphasis] 

 
The Guidelines further note that ‘Planning Authorities must apply the following broad 
principles in considering development proposals for buildings taller than prevailing building 
heights in urban areas in pursuit of these guidelines: 

 
1. Does the proposal positively assist in securing National Planning Framework objectives 

of focusing development in key urban centres and in particular, fulfilling targets 
related to brownfield, infill development and in particular, effectively supporting the 
National Strategic Objective to deliver compact growth in our urban centres? 
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TOC Response: As noted in Section 4.1, the proposed scheme involves the 
redevelopment of an existing underutilised brownfield site within the Tallaght area which 
will contribute to delivering compact growth in urban centres. The scheme is therefore 
fully in accordance with the preferred approach of the National Planning Framework. 

 
2. Is the proposal in line with the requirements of the development plan in force and 

which plan has taken clear account of the requirements set out in Chapter 2 of these 
Guidelines? 

 

TOC  Response: SPPR 1 within Chapter 2 of the Guidelines sets out that blanket numerical 
restrictions on building heights shall not be provided for in plans, in order to support building 
height and density in locations with good public transport accessibility and particularly in 
town/ city cores.  
 
As previously noted, the South Dublin Development Plan specifically sets a numerical 
limitation on height in certain locations, by virtue of  Policy UC6 Objective 3 which stipulates 
that development should: 
 
‘direct tall buildings that exceed five storeys in height to strategic and landmark locations in 
Town Centres, Regeneration and Strategic development Zones, and subject to an approved 
Local Area Plan or Planning Scheme.’ 
 
Further to the above, we note that the outdated Tallaght Local Area Plan sets out indicative 
heights as shown at Figure 1.2. Having said that, the recently published Draft LAP contradicts 
the Development Plan as it indicates heights up to 7 No. storey can be accommodated at the 
subject site.  
 
We re-iterate that it is our professional planning opinion that imposing height restrictions at 
the subject site through the Development Plan is contrary to Specific Planning Policy 
Requirement 1 of the Height Guidelines, 2018 which notes that blanket numerical limitations 
on building height shall not be provided for through statutory plans. We consider that the 
heights proposed ranging from part 5 No. storeys to part 9 No. storeys are largely consistent 
with the guidance set out within the Draft LAP and reflect very recently granted schemes in 
the area. The heights proposed provides architectural interest across the site and are 
appropriate in this location in order to accord with Government policy to increase building 
heights in sustainable locations. 

  
3. Where the relevant development plan or local area plan pre-dates these guidelines, 

can it be demonstrated that implementation of the pre-existing policies and objectives 
of the relevant plan or planning scheme does not align with and support the objectives 
and policies of the National Planning Framework? 

 

TOC Response: This material contravention statement has clearly demonstrated that the 
height policies of the South Dublin Development Plan and the Tallaght LAP restrict 
development at the subject site to 4 - 5 No. storeys in height and are both outdated in 
terms of the progression of National Policy. Implementing such objectives as prescribed 
in the current local planning policies would be contrary to SPPR1 of the Height Guidelines, 
2018 as discussed above. Although a Draft LAP has been recently published, we anticipate 
that it will be subject to further amendments following public consultation. As previously 
noted, the Draft LAP indicates heights greater than that previously envisaged at the 
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application site. It is our opinion, that the subject site has the potential for greater heights 
than those set out in the draft document having regard to the high quality architectural 
composition of the scheme and the receiving context.  We note that an LVIA and 
Daylight/Sunlight Analysis have been carried out in conjunction with the design if the 
subject development and demonstrate that the proposed development will not have an 
undue negative impact on its receiving environment.   

 
Specific Planning Policy Requirement 3 

 
SPPR3 of the Building Height Guidelines sets out that: 
 

‘It is a specific planning policy requirement that where; 
 
(A)  1. an applicant for planning permission sets out how a development proposal 

complies with the criteria [below]; and 
2. the assessment of the planning authority concurs, taking account of the 
wider strategic and national policy parameters set out in the National Planning 
Framework and these guidelines; 

 
then the planning authority may approve such development, even where 
specific objectives of the relevant development plan or local area plan may 
indicate otherwise.’ [Our Emphasis] 

 
We have demonstrated how the proposed development satisfies the specified criteria set 
out in SPPR3 of the Height Guidelines as follows: 
 

Development Management Criteria 

At the Scale of the Relevant City/ Town 

Assessment Criteria Comment 

• The site is well served by public 
transport with high capacity, frequent 
service and good links to other modes of 
public transport. 

• The application site is served by 4 No. Luas 
Stops located between 670 m – 1000 m from the 
application site. We note that the accessibility 
of the subject site via public transport has been 
extensively detailed in the Planning Report and 
Statement of Consistency Report prepared by 
Thornton O’Connor Town Planning and 
submitted with this Strategic Housing 
Development planning application to ABP.  

 

• Development proposals incorporating 
increased building height, including 
proposals within architecturally 
sensitive areas, should successfully 
integrate into/ enhance the character 
and public realm of the area, having 
regard to topography, its cultural 
context, setting of key landmarks, 
protection of key views. Such 
development proposals shall undertake 
landscape and visual assessment 

• It has been detailed in the Architect’s Design 
Statement and Thornton O’Connor Town 
Planning documents how the development will 
be assimilated into its surrounding context. We 
note that the subject site is not located within 
an architecturally sensitive area and is not 
surrounded by any unique locational 
characteristics, having regard to its position at 
the junction of two key roads in Tallaght. It is 
considered that the architectural composition 
of the Building fronting Belgard Road which 
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(LVIA), by a suitably qualified 
practitioner such as a chartered 
landscape architect. 
 

gradually extends up to 9 No. storeys afford 
visual interest at this key junction and will act as 
a wayfinding beacon for pedestrians that will 
traverse the public plaza provided as part of the 
scheme.  

 

• An LVIA and Daylight /Sunlight Analysis have 
been carried out and are submitted in 
conjunction of this application.  

• On larger urban redevelopment sites, 
proposed developments should make a 
positive contribution to place-making, 
incorporating new streets and public 
spaces, using massing and height to 
achieve the required densities but with 
sufficient variety in scale and form to 
respond to the scale of adjoining 
developments and create visual 
interest in the streetscape. 

• The proposed development provides a high 
quality landscaped pedestrian thoroughfare 
between Airton Road and the Technological 
University Tallaght Campus which will enhance 
connectivity and permeability within the 
surrounding area. The scheme provides for 
communal open space incorporating 
designated play areas within the courtyard and 
a public plaza as detailed within the 
accompanying Landscape Masterplan prepared 
by Park Hood Landscape Architects.   

 

• The highest elements of the scheme are 
provided towards the least sensitive locations 
within the subject site where there be the least 
impacts on surrounding buildings. The site is 
enclosed on 2 No. sides by roads which allow 
the site to have the capacity to absorb 
additional height. We note that further north of 
the site comprises a data centre and east of the 
site comprises a commercial warehouse, thus 
there are no concerns for impacts on residential 
amenity. We note that the Technological 
University have provided a letter of support for 
the proposed development. The high quality 
design including a palette of simple materials, 
will allow the scheme to successfully integrate 
with the surrounding area.   

 

Development Management Criteria 

At the scale of District/ Neighbourhood / Street 

Assessment Criteria Comment 

• The proposal responds to its overall 
natural and built environment and makes 
a positive contribution to the urban 
neighbourhood and streetscape. 

• The high quality design of the proposed 
development has regard to clear guidance 
provided in national planning policy which 
seeks the densification of brownfield sites in 
close proximity to significant employment 
locations and public transport such as the 
subject site. We submit that no material 
impacts on residential amenity will occur as a 
result of the proposed development, having 
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regard to the results of the Daylight /Sunlight 
Analysis and the LVIA and the absence of any 
sensitive residential receptors in the vicinity. 
The high quality materials utilised in the 
scheme ensures that the development will 
make a positive contribution to the 
streetscape. The provision of a public 
pedestrian thoroughfare will encourage 
connectivity and permeability for the those 
utilising the University Campus, which will 
create a vibrant sense of place on these 
regeneration zoned lands.  

 

• The proposal is not monolithic and avoids 
long, uninterrupted walls of building in 
the form of slab blocks with materials / 
building fabric well considered. 

• We note that the high quality scheme provides 
adequate relief between the proposed 2 No. 
Blocks which primarily range in height from 5 
- 7 No. storeys with a 9 No. storey element. A 
comprehensive Architect’s Design Statement 
has been prepared by John Fleming Architects 
and is submitted with this planning 
application which demonstrates the rationale 
for the design approach and how conscious 
efforts have been made to provide 
architecturally interesting forms and spaces.  

 

• The proposal enhances the urban design 
context for public spaces and key 
thoroughfares and inland waterway/ 
marine frontage, thereby enabling 
additional height in development form to 
be favorably considered in terms of 
enhancing a sense of scale and enclosure 
while being in line with the requirements 
of “The Planning System and Flood Risk 
Management – Guidelines for Planning 
Authorities (2009)”. 
 

• We note that the scheme will provide active 
surveillance of the public and communal open 
spaces throughout the development with the 
provision of office space, retail/commercial 
units, creche and café/restaurant at ground 
floor level in addition to resident support 
facilities along Belgard Road to provide 
animated daytime uses.  Furthermore, we 
submit that the scale of the development is 
appropriate to its location as set out within the 
accompanying Planning Report prepared by 
Thornton O’Connor Town Planning. 

 

• We note that a Flood Risk Assessment has 
been carried out by Lohan and Donnelly 
Consulting Engineers with due regard to the 
Flood Risk Management Guidelines. 

 

• The proposal makes a positive 
contribution to the improvements of 
legibility through the site or wider urban 
area within which the development is 
situated and integrates in a cohesive 
manner. 

• The high quality design of the scheme will 
ensure the development will be a legible and 
attractive addition to the area designated for 
regeneration. As previously noted, the 
pedestrian access provided between the 
University Campus and Airton Road will 
enhance the legibility of the scheme within its 
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context. The public plaza will contribute to the 
wayfinding within the surrounding area. 

 

• The proposal positively contributes to the 
mix of uses and/ or building / dwelling 
typologies available in the 
neighbourhood. 

• As set out at Section 1.1 of this report, the 
proposed application seeks permission for a 
strategic housing development comprising 
328 No. apartments with ancillary residents’ 
facilities. In addition, it is proposed to provide 
office space (222 sq m), retail/commercial (354 
sq m), creche (360 sq m) and café/restaurant 
(313 sq m) at ground floor level of the scheme.  
Having regard to the existing facilities and 
amenities in close proximity to the site it is 
clear that the provision of convenience 
retail/commercial units, café/restaurant and 
creche will provide a sufficient quantum of 
supplementary uses to ensure the creation of 
sustainable communities with ease of access 
to services and facilities. 

 

Development Management Criteria 

At the Scale of the Site/ Building 

Assessment Criteria Comment 

• The form, massing and height of proposed 
developments should be carefully 
modulated so as to maximise access to 
natural daylight, ventilation and views 
and minimise overshadowing and loss of 
light. 

• We refer to the Daylight/Sunlight Analysis 
prepared by 3D Design Bureau and submitted 
with this application, which demonstrates a 
high quality living environment internally and 
externally for future residents.  

•  
      In conclusion, the steps taken by the project 

team during design have ensured that levels of 
daylight and sunlight within the development 
have been safeguarded. 

 
 

• Appropriate and reasonable regard 
should be taken of quantitative 
performance approaches to daylight 
provision outlined in guidelines. Where a 
proposal may not be able to fully meet all 
the requirements of the daylight 
provisions above, this must be clearly 
identified and a rationale for any 
alternative, compensatory design 
solutions must be set out, in respect of 
which the planning authority or An Bord 
Pleanála should apply their discretion, 
having regard to local factors including 
specific site constraints and the balancing 
of that assessment against the 

• As noted above, the Daylight/Sunlight 
Assessment demonstrates a high quality living 
environment for future residents.  

•  
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desirability of achieving wider planning 
objectives. Such objectives might include 
securing comprehensive urban 
regeneration and an effective urban 
design and streetscape solution. 

Development Management Criteria 

Site Specific Assessments 

Assessment Criteria Comment 

• Specific impact assessment of the micro-
climatic effects such as down-draft. Such 
assessments shall include measurements 
to avoid/ mitigate such micro-climatic 
effects and, where appropriate, shall 
include an assessment of the cumulative 
micro-climatic effects where taller 
buildings are clustered. 

• The proposed scheme is primarily 5 -7 No. storeys 
in height with a 9 No. storey element fronting 
Airton Road and the proposed plaza. The 
development has a principal height ranging from 
19.6 m - 25.2 m with the 9 No. storey pop up of 33 
m. It is considered micro-climatic assessments 
are not required in this instance.  

 

• In development locations in proximity to 
sensitive bird and/ or bat areas, proposed 
developments need to consider the 
potential interaction of the building 
location, building materials and artificial 
lighting to impact flight lines and/ or 
collision. 
 

• A Bat Survey has been carried out by JBA 
Consulting. The report notes that the results of 
the transect bat survey demonstrate the entire 
site (bat recorded along all four boundaries, as 
well as the grasslands) is frequently used for 
commuting and foraging by three bat species, 
Lesser Noctule, Common Pipistrelle and Soprano 
Pipistrelle. Thus mitigation measures have been 
proposed and incorporated into the proposed 
design including the provision of bat boxes and 
appropriate lighting measures.  

 

• An assessment that the proposal allows 
for the retention of important 
telecommunication channels, such as 
microwave links. 
 

•  Charterhouse Infrastructure Consultants have 
carried out an assessment of nearby 
telecommunications structures and have 
consulted with the relevant parties.  

 
   Charterhouse state in their report that: 
 
    ‘All consultees have assessed the potential for 

signal interference of their network infrastructure 
and all consultees have responded in writing in 
general support of the development as proposed.’ 

 

• An assessment that the proposal 
maintains safe air navigation. 
 

• The subject site is not located within the Inner 
Horizontal Surface of Casement Aerodrome or 
Weston Airport as discussed in the Planning 
Report prepared by Thornton O’Connor Town 
Planning. It is understood that Tallaght 
University hospital benefits from a private 
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TOC Comment: Having regard to the response to each element of the Development 
Management Criteria outlined above, it is clear that the proposed development is in 
accordance with the policies and objectives of the Building Height Guidelines. The 
application proposes a development comprising 2 No. Blocks primarily ranging in height 
from part 5 – part 7 No. storeys with a part 9 No. storey element over a single basement. 
The height is considered to be appropriate within the surrounding context having regard to 
the location of the subject site within an area designated as regeneration and is well served 
by public transport. We re-iterate that the subject site is located within minutes 
walking/cycling distance of various employment locations and services and facilities inter 
alia, Tallaght University Hospital, South Dublin County Council Offices and The Square 
Tallaght. In addition, 4 No. Luas stops are within walking distance of the subject site 
providing high frequency public transport to additional employment locations .  
  
It is our professional planning opinion that the subject site is capable of achieving additional 
height and density having regard to the introduction of the National Planning Framework 
and the Height Guidelines which encourages increased height and density on appropriate 
sites. It is considered that the design response ensures that the development potential of a 
strategically positioned underutilised plot is maximised without impacting the amenity of 
adjacent buildings and surrounding area. 

 
 
4.3 Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments – Guidelines for 

Planning Authorities, 2018 
 

The Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government published the updated 
Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments in March 2018. 

helipad at their campus, and as a private 
development, obstacle limitation surface 
information is not provided for as public 
information within the Development Plan. It is 
noted however that, , developments exceeding 
9 No. storeys have  been granted by An Bord 
Pleanála in closer proximity to Tallaght Hospital 
than the subject site. For example, 4 - 10 No. 
storeys were granted permission at the 
neighbouring Belgard Gardens site (ABP-
303306-18).  

• An urban design statement including, as 
appropriate, impact on the historic built 
environment. 
 

• A Design Statement prepared by John Fleming 
Architects has been submitted with the 
application. The commercial warehouse 
buildings are not considered to be of any 
historical or architectural merit.   

 

• Relevant environmental assessment 
requirements, including SEA, EIA, AA and 
Ecological Impact Assessment, as 
appropriate. 

• An AA screening report prepared by Openfield 
Ecology and EIAR Scoping Document complied 
by Thornton O’ Connor Town Planning is 
submitted with the planning  application. A 
supplementary Ecological Appraisal has been 
prepared by JBA Environmental Consultants.  
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These Guidelines update previous guidance in the context of greater evidence and 
knowledge of current and likely future housing demand in Ireland taking account of the 
Housing Agency National Statement on Housing Demand and Supply and projected need 
for additional housing supply out to 2020, the Government’s Rebuilding Ireland – Action Plan 
for Homelessness, 2016 and the National Planning Framework – Ireland 2040, published since 
the 2015 Guidelines. We note that the Apartment Guidelines take precedence over any 
conflicting policies and objectives of development plans, local area plans and strategic 
development zone planning schemes. 
 
The subject site is considered to be located in a central and/or accessible urban location as 
set out in the Apartment Guidelines, which states the following: 
 

‘Such locations are generally suitable for small- to large-scale (will vary subject to 
location) and higher density development (will also vary), that may wholly comprise 
apartments, including: 
 

• Sites within walking distance (i.e. up to 15 minutes or 1,000 – 1,500m), of principal 
city centres, or significant employment locations, that may include hospitals 
and third-level institutions; 
 

• Sites within reasonable walking distance (i.e up to 10 minutes or 800 – 1,000m) 
to/from high capacity urban public transport stops (such as DART or Luas).’ 

 

TOC Comment: The subject site is located within 15 minutes or 1,500 metres of numerous 
substantial employment locations including, inter alia Technological University Tallaght 
Campus, Tallaght University Hospital and South Dublin County Council. In addition, the 
subject site is located within 1,000 m of 4 No. Luas stop, therefore the subject site is 
categorised as a central and/or accessible urban location. The proposed development 
providing increased height and density is fully in accordance with the Apartment 
Guidelines, 2018. 

 
 

4.4  Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy for the Eastern and Midlands Region 
 

The Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy (or RSES) for the East and Midlands Regional 
Assembly was published in early November 2018 and adopted on 3rd May 2019.  From this 
document a number of core Regional Policy Objectives have emerged to work in conjunction 
with the National Planning Framework (NPF), and to guide all Local Authority future plans, 
projects and activities requiring consent of the Regional Assembly. 
 
 Under RPO 4.3 ‘Consolidation and Re-intensification’ the following objective is stated: 

 
‘Support the consolidation and reintensification of infill/brownfield sites to provide 
high density and people intensive uses within the existing built up area of Dublin 
city and suburbs and ensure that the development of future development areas is 
coordinated with the delivery of key water infrastructure and public transport projects.’ 
[Our Emphasis] 
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TOC Comment: The subject development will provide 328 No. apartments with ancillary 
resident facilities, office space, 2 No. retail/commercial units, a creche and café/restaurant 
on a brownfield site in an existing residential area in close proximity to employment 
locations and public transport. Therefore, the proposed development will result in the 
intensification of a brownfield site in a built up area in accordance with the RSES. 

 
4.5  South Dublin County Development Plan 2016 - 2022 
 

Section 1.2 of this document which outlines that: 
 

‘it is the policy of the Council to support varied building heights across residential and 
mixed use areas in South Dublin County’ and the stipulation that the development 
should ‘direct tall building that exceed five storeys in height to strategic and landmark 
locations’’. 

 
In the Tallaght LAP 2006, it stated at that time that ‘gateways can be formed at either end of 
the Greenhills Road upon entering the Precinct and at the junction of Airton Road and Belgard 
Road’. As the site is at the junction of Airton Road and Belgard Road, the LAP advocates the 
provision of a Gateway building at this general location at a height of 1.5 times the height 
threshold which was 4 No. storeys, thus indicating a maximum height of 5.5 No. storeys at 
the subject site.  

  

TOC Comment: Having regard to the above policies and objectives of the Development 
Plan and the 2006 LAP, the proposed scheme which involves the development of an 
existing underutilised, brownfield site is fully in accordance with these strategic policies. 
It is our professional opinion that the subject site can comfortably accommodate a 
primarily 5 – 7 No. storey building with a part 9 No. storey element that is intended to aid 
in wayfinding through the subject scheme at a key junction in Tallaght. The high quality 
scheme represents the proper planning and sustainable development of the area. We also 
note that an LVIA and Daylight/Sunlight Analysis have been carried out and are submitted 
with this application. 
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5.0  CONCLUSION  
 

According to Section 9(6) of the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential 
Tenancies Act, 2016, An Bord Pleanála may grant permission for a Strategic Housing 
Development where national policy takes precedence over the objectives of the 
Development Plan as prescribed in Section 37 (2)(b) of the Planning and Development Act (as 
amended).  
 
As noted throughout this Material Contravention Statement, the South Dublin Development 
Plan 2016 – 2022 outlines that buildings that exceed 5 No. storeys in height should be located 
at strategic and landmark locations . We note that this policy objective was adopted prior to 
the introduction of the Building Hight Guidelines 2018. An Bord Pleanála and Planning 
Authorities must have regard to these Guidelines, and we note with particular reference to 
the Specific Planning Policy Requirements (SPPRs) set out in the Building Height Guidelines, 
these elements are mandatory. SPPR 1 of the Guidelines notes that blanket numerical 
limitations on building height shall not be provided for through statutory plans therefore the 
imposition of the height restriction at the subject site would be contrary to SPPR 1. 
 
The Draft Tallaght LAP provides indicatives heights at the subject site ranging from 3 – 7 No. 
storeys, which conflicts with the aforementioned policies of the current development plan. 
The subject scheme is generally consistent with the Draft LAP in regard to height as 
indicated at Section 1.2.3 of this report, with some increased height propose particularly 
along the eastern boundary, however it is our opinion that the site has the capacity to 
accommodate increased height as set out within this Material Contravention Statement. 
 
It is our professional planning opinion that as the South Dublin Development Plan 2016 -2022 
and Tallaght LAP were prepared prior to the adoption and progression of national policy, the 
subsequent NPF, the Building Height Guidelines and Apartment Guidelines take precedence 
over local level objectives. The Draft LAP was published on the 12th September 2019 and is 
currently subject to public consultation. It is anticipated that the Draft LAP will be subject to 
further amendments prior to its adoption. 
 
The proposed scheme is considered to represent a material contravention to the 
aforementioned local policy documents with regard to height however it is our professional 
planning opinion that the increased height and associated density proposed as part of the 
subject scheme represents the principles of proper planning and sustainable development 
and is fully in accordance with National Policy which seeks to increase height and density in 
appropriate core urban areas.  
 
The subject site is suitably located to accommodate additional height in line with National 
Policy due to its central and accessible location (as set out in the Apartment Guidelines, 2018)  
in close proximity to numerous substantial employers located within easy walking and 
cycling distance from the site and within reasonable walking distance of 4 No. Luas stops. 

 
Having regard to the reasons set out in this Material Contravention Statement for increased 
height it is our professional planning opinion that An Bord Pleanála should be favorably 
disposed to granting permission for the subject scheme in accordance with Section 37 (2)(b) 
of the Planning and Development Act, 2000 (as amended). 
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